The cytochrome c oxidase-azide-nitric oxide complex as a model for the oxygen-binding site.
The complex of cytochrome c oxidase with NO and azide has been studied by EPR at 9.2 and 35 GHz. This complex which shows delta ms = 2 EPR triplet and strong anisotropic signals, due to the interaction of cytochrome a2+3 X NO (S = 1/2) and Cu2+B (S = 1/2), is photodissociable . Its action spectrum is similar to that of cytochrome a2+3 X NO with bands at 430, 560 and 595 nm, but shows an additional band in the near ultraviolet region. The quantum yield of the photodissociation process of cytochrome a2+3 X NO in the metal pair appears to depend on the redox state of CuB. When the photolysed sample was warmed to 77 K, a complex was observed with the EPR parameters of cytochrome a3+3 - N-3 - Cu1 +B (S = 1/2). This process of electron and ligand transfer can be reversed by heating the sample to 220 K. It is suggested that in the triplet species azide is bound to Cu2+B whereas NO is bridged between Cu2+B and the haem iron of the cytochrome a2+3. The complex has a triplet ground state and a singlet excited state with an exchange interaction J = -7.1 cm-1 between both spins. The anisotropy in the EPR spectra is mainly due to a magnetic dipole-dipole interaction between cytochrome a2+3 X NO and Cu2+B. From simulations of the triplet EPR spectra obtained at 9 and 35 GHz, a value for the distance between the nitroxide radical and Cu2+B of 0.33 nm was found. A model of the NO binding in the cytochrome a3-Cu pair shows a distance between the haem iron of cytochrome a3 and CuB of 0.45 nm. It is concluded that the cytochrome a3-CuB pair forms a cage in which the dioxygen molecule is bidentate coordinated to the two metals during the catalytic reaction.